INSTALLATION GUIDE FREESTILE AND WEB FLEX

OBJECT
CARPET

INSTALLATION GUIDE ON OUR COLLECTION FREESTILE
This innovative ‘breaking with the conventional ’inspired collection has been designed based on a 2m square
design format. Installers of the product should be aware of this and install the tiles starting from the centre of the
room working outwards, starting and continuing with sequential boxes of tiles that contain 16 tiles in each.
Each tile should be placed following the direction of the arrow and laid randomly with the ribbed texture on the
tile face positioned in line so the linear effect of the rib is maintained thus producing the smooth horizontal linear
texture within the overall design. Tiles can be rotated 180 degrees which will maintain the horizontal linear
appearance of the rib but should NOT be laid in a 90 degree turn (known as a quarter turn effect), which would
create a crossover of the ribbed surface thus ruining the aesthetic during the installation process.
Installation is simple, easy and fast, breaking with traditional tile installations methods, and should be approached in an active manner to not try to create a uniform design. Carrying out the installation in this monolithic
manner will ensure that no two similar tiles will meet within the template of the installation. If this were to happen,
it would potentially introduce a structured format which is not as the design is intended to appear.

INSTALLATION GUIDE ON OUR COLLECTION WEB-FLEX
For our SL WEB FLEX collection we recommend a checkerboard installation as opposed to a monolithic layout to
allow for a less visible seam. A checkerboard installation will help to reduce the visibility of the join of the tiles.
The quality SL-WEB CODE is to be laid neglecting the pattern repeat (also see product photographs in product
line brochures in this respect). The design was devised so as to create a visible tile appearance on the surface
allowing for each tile to set itself clearly apart from the others.
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